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Abstract
This paper intends to summarize recent developments and ex-
perimental results related to Automatic Speech Recognition
(ASR) using signals captured with a throat-microphone. Due
to the proximity of the sensor to the voice source, the signal is
naturally less subject to background noise. This however yields
speech sounds that have different frequency contents than with
traditional microphones, and requires having specific acoustic
models. We propose to use the information from both signals
by combining the probability vectors provided by both acoustic
models.

The systems are evaluated on a connected digit recognition
task in French. A database has been recorded for both training
the acoustic models and for testing the whole setup. It contains
both throat and “ordinary” close-talk signals. To avoid any pos-
sibly unrealistic assumption on the effect of noise on each sig-
nal, the test portion has been acquired using a background noise
played back through loudspeakers.

The ASR experiments that we achieved demonstrate the
benefit of using alternative microphones. Relative recognition
improvements as high as 80% were obtained on sequences of
digits recorded in loud musical environment.

1. Introduction
Robustness to environmental noise or channel distortions is cur-
rently one of the main challenges in Automatic Speech Recog-
nition (ASR), especially, when more and more commercial ap-
plications are emerging, confronting the technology to practical
usage conditions. Currently, the most popular techniques deal
with the noise degradations by trying to remove their effect in
the power-spectral or feature domain. Other techniques try to
adapt the acoustic models used in ASR to the particular noisy
environmental context to deal with. Microphone arrays are also
being studied, where a clean speech signal is infered from noisy
signals captured by several microphones.

As an orthogonal approach to these, it also makes sense
to work on getting the cleanest signal right from the acqui-
sition system itself. Depending on the application that is tar-
geted, directional microphones or close-talk microphones can
be used. For the applications where carrying a device is ac-
cepted, one can also think about using signals captured by non-
conventional microphone technologies. Several specific sensors
technologies (like bone-, myographic- and throat-microphones)
can provide the benefit of even stronger immunity to ambient
“noise” sources.

In this paper, we introduce some recent work with a throat-
microphone. The captured signal is less subject to noise due to
its proximity with the source of useful speech signal. The trans-
fer of different speech sounds is however different that from the

mouth to a microphone. This, combined with variations implied
by the positioning of the sensor, yields a baseline performance
that is significantly worse than with a traditional close-talk mi-
crophone. The method that is proposed here takes advantage of
the use of both a close-talk and a throat microphone.

In section 2, we provide some references on using “non-
conventional” sensors for improving speech recognition in
noise. We also introduce our work with the throat-microphone,
the database that has been recorded, a few qualitative consider-
ations as well as an assessment of the noise immunity property
of this sensor. In section 3, a description of the feature extrac-
tion and acoustic modeling systems that have been used is pre-
sented. Also, the different variants for combining both sources
of information are described. In section 4, we compare both the
close-talk microphone and throat-microphone alone, as well as
a in combination. In section 5, we discuss the results and pro-
pose some ideas for future improvements.

2. Alternative acoustic sensors
We recently initiated a study of alternative audio acquisition de-
vices as an approach to the noise robustness problem in ASR.

The set of alternative acoustic sensors we address in this
paper, can be referred to as the class of signal acquisition de-
vices that attempt to capture the voice signal by other means
than air conduction.

Few previous publications have been proposed that try to
make use of noise-immune sensors attached to the body for
improving ASR performance. In [1], a so-called Non-Audible
Murmur (NAM) microphone is used just by itself, as an alter-
native to an ordinary microphone. The NAM device is based on
a stethoscopic system and is attached to the skin of the user, for
instance behind the ear. The work focus on one major issues in
using alternative devices: the need to estimate an HMM model
that is valid for the new signals. The paper proposes to use
an adaptation procedure based on Maximum Likelihood Linear
Regression (MLLR). Although noise robustness is presented as
a potential advantage of the NAM device, reported results do
not show any benefit yet.

MLLR adaptation is also used in [2]. Here, the sensor is
an inner microphone that captures the speech signal behind an
acoustic seal (or earplug) in the auditory canal. The ASR per-
formance and robustness based on the inner microphone and
a close-talk microphone are compared. It is shown on data
recorded in real noisy environments that the inner microphone
allows to get the same performance as the standard microphone
at 15 to 20 dB higher noise level.

In [3], the combined use of a standard and a throat micro-
phone is investigated. The combination technique is based on
piecewise-linear transformation of a feature space to another.
The source feature space is defined by a feature vector that con-
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tains both standard and throat microphone features in noisy con-
ditions and the target space is defined by the clean speech fea-
tures. At a Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) of 6 dB, the word error
rate reduction was close to 30%.

In [4], the sensor is a bone-microphone coupled with a reg-
ular close-talk microphone. The device has the look and feel
of a regular headset, but a bone-microphone component is ap-
plied just above the zygomatic bone. Here, the proposed tech-
nique also consists in estimating the clean speech features from
the features computed from both microphones coupled with a
SPLICE-like mapping [5] from the bone-microphone features
to the clean speech features. Current results are based on a mean
opinion score (MOS) and show some benefit at 0 to 10 dB SNR.

These papers illustrate the variety of devices that can be
used as a replacement or a complement to regular microphones.
In addition to conduction through the air, speech is also natu-
rally conducted within the body tissues and up to the skin, bones
and ear canal. This property can be used to obtain alternative
signals. Sensors that are not relying on acoustic signals could
also be considered. For instance, radar-like technology applied
around the vocal tract [6], and electromyography applied on the
muscles of the jaws [7] have also been proposed in the literature
for improved speech enhancement or recognition.

The reported results illustrate that applications using ASR
can probably benefit from these alternative devices, mostly in
terms of noise robustness. It is also important to notice that the
techniques proposed allow to handle non-stationary noises (and
even background speech [4]). Current speech enhancement or
adaptation techniques still have a hard time to deal with these.

However, other issues naturally appear and are discussed
in some of these papers. First, if these devices are less subject
to external noises, as well as breath noise, they become how-
ever more sensitive to body-internal noises, like swallowing or
whispering for instance. Then, some of them pose the problem
of practical attachment, comfort and ergonomics. Besides, of
same crucial importance, few data is available for developing
the acoustic models for these sensors, as well as to design the
algorithms that combine both acoustic streams.

Our paper presents preliminary experiments conducted on
the exploitation of the throat microphone in a digit recognition
task. The throat microphone can be seen as a transducer of the
vibrations of the body tissues (skin, bone, cartilage, ...) pro-
duced when one is speaking. Placed directly on the skin closed
to the Adam’s apple (see Fig. 1), the device captures the vibra-
tions of the vocal cords transmitted through the throat.

Most of the papers discussed above rely on adaptation tech-
niques on a few recordings. In our work, we have focused on
the combination of independent acoustic models, for which a
complete speech database was recorded. For pratical reasons,
we choose a connected digit recognition task.

Figure 1: How to wear the throat-microphone.

2.1. Database

As a first step, a speech database was collected. It contains
records of sequences of digits in French, with both the throat-
microphone and a headset (air-conductive) microphone, in clean
and noisy environments. The two signals were recorded simul-
taneously in a synchronized way. The database has been de-
signed in the purpose of training acoustic models for ASR (suf-
ficient amount of clean data) and testing in difficult noisy con-
ditions (loud background music). So, 51 speakers have pro-
nounced 5750 utterances (sequences of digits), among which
650 utterances were recorded in a noisy environment for test-
ing purpose. Two noise conditions were created, music dif-
fused at 84 dBA and 96 dBA (measured with a soundmeter).
Corresponding average Signal-to-Noise Ratios (SNR) related to
both the headset microphone and the throat microphone are pre-
sented in Table 1. Note that the headset microphone, as a close-
talk directional microphone, is already inherently robust to the
background noise.

Noise level Headset mic. Throat mic.

84 dBA 18 dB 34 dB
96 dBA 12 dB 25 dB

Table 1: SNR for the two noise conditions and for the two mi-
crophones.

The Lombard effect that we observed in the recordings may
explain the reduced SNR gap as compared to the noise level
gap between the two noise conditions. In our experiments, 4100
utterances were used to train the acoustic models of the speech
recognition systems on both the “classical” speech signal and
the throat signal. Test data consist in 1000 clean utterances, 500
noisy utterances (84 dBA) and 150 highly noisy utterances (96
dBA).

2.2. A few qualitative observations

As we might expect, the signal captured by the throat micro-
phone suffers from some “distortions” compared to the air-
conducted signal. First, as throat vibrations are mainly gen-
erated by the vibrations of the vocal folds, unvoiced sounds
(fricative, unvoiced plosives, ...) are strongly attenuated while
other sounds like nasals or voiced posives are relatively am-
plified. Similarly, other physiological sounds like swallowing
or whispering are amplified while, on the other side, breathing
sounds or whistling are just not present in the throat signal. The
same way, we can, intuitively, expect that the frequency repre-
sentation of the signal will be limited by the intrinsic elasticity
properties of the human tissues. From a spectral analysis of au-
dio recordings, we have observed that the propagation channel
(throat, skin, ...) acts as a low-pass filter with a 3 kHz cutoff
frequency.

2.3. Noise robustness

We have conducted some experiments in order to assess the
claimed robustness of the throat microphone to environmen-
tal noise. In that purpose, we have recorded, simultaneously
with the headset mic and the throat mic, different noises, played
back with increasing intensity levels (from 45 dBA to 105 dBA,
step 5 dBA) 1. Similarly, a few sentences have been recorded

1Sound intensity was measured with a soundmeter close to the ex-
perimenter. The “silence” intensity in the recording room was 40 dBA.



with the two microphones for normalization purpose. Figure 2
shows the evolution of the normalized noise level recorded on
the headset microphone and the throat microphone as a function
of the noise intensity played back in the room.
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Figure 2: Noise level of recordings (normalized) vs. measured
noise level for both microphones.

We observe that the estimated noise level is rather constant
(-65 dB normalized) for the throat microphone up to a noise
level of 75 dBA (which correspond to a very bustling street),
which means that, up to this point, background noise is practi-
cally not captured by the microphone (at least at a level lower
than the device intrinsic noise level). Beyond this point, the
noise level estimated from the throat microphone is increasing,
however, not as fast as the noise level estimated from the close-
talk microphone. The noise robustness performance is therefore
clearly demonstrated. The next sections will discuss the oppor-
tunity to use the throat microphone for ASR.

3. ASR systems
The ASR systems are based on the hybrid HMM/ANN archi-
tecture, which combines Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) and
Hidden Markov Models (HMM) [8]. As a first step, we have
trained two acoustic models (ANN), one for each microphone,
on a subset of the recorded sentences (4100 utterances pro-
nounced by 41 speakers). The ANN are trained as phoneme
classifiers with the same set of phonetic units for the two sys-
tems (36 phonemes in French). Of course, as all the phonemes
are not present in the ten digits, only a few of them are actually
used.

The acoustic features were the J-RASTA PLP coeffi-
cients [9] with first and second derivatives. The J-RASTA pro-
cessing provides some noise filtering. The goal being to start
with a fairly good system (close-talk microphone, noise robust
acoustic features), and investigate the benefit of using alterna-
tive microphones.

3.1. Combined use of throat and close-talk microphones

We first compare the performance of the two ASR systems in-
dependently. It is, indeed, a crucial point to assess the usability
of the throat microphone for ASR purpose or the suitability of
classical acoutic analysis and acoustic modeling for this partic-
ular signal.

From the qualitative observations of the throat signal,
we can expect some degradation on clean speech due to the

poor frequency content while performance in noisy conditions
should be better. These observations led us to consider the com-
bination of the throat microphone with a close-talk microphone.
We introduce, hereafter, the recombination strategies that we
have investigated. They are all based on the re-estimation of the
HMM state emission probabilities from the probabilities esti-
mated by the two independent acoustic models (outputs of the
ANNs) (see Fig. 3).

Figure 3: HMM state emission probabilities combination.

We investigated three combination paradigms:

1. As the environmental noise is almost not captured by the
throat microphone, we suggest to use this signal for voice
activity detection only. We know, indeed, that an accu-
rate silence/speech labeling improves a lot the recogni-
tion performance. Practically, this comes to replace the
silence state emission probability of the close-talk ASR
system by the one of the throat ASR system. This ap-
proach is denoted VAD combination hereafter.

2. In this second approach, we consider that the two signals
convey potentially useful information. In that sense, we
combine the whole emission probability vectors, accord-
ing to a weighted geometric average rule:

P (qk|xt)combi = P (qk|xt)αclose−talk · P (qk|xt)(1−α)
throat

Where:

P (qk|xt) is the emission probability for state qk
given acoustic observation xt at time t

α is the weighting factor.

This approach is denoted Expert combination hereafter.

3. We combine the first two methods, the emission prob-
ability vectors are combined according to the weighted
geometric average rule, while the speech/silence deci-
sion is taken from the throat microphone only. Hence,
we expect to take advantage of the high reliability of the
silence probability coming from the throat microphone
system. This approach is denoted Hybrid combination
hereafter.

4. Experiments
4.1. Independent ASR systems

Table 2 shows the ASR error rates for both the close-talk and the
throat microphone systems independently. The results confirm
the expectation analysis, i.e. lower performance of the throat
microphone for clean speech (denoted 40 dBA in the table,
which corresponds to average background noise level in a very
quiet room) and almost 50% relative improvement in noisy con-
ditions. Moreover, it validates the suitability of the throat micro-
phone signal for the ASR task.



Data Headset mic. Throat mic.

40 dBA 1.1% 4.3%
84 dBA 13.8% 7.6%
96 dBA 34.6% 18.4%

Table 2: Error rate for both ASR systems performing indepen-
dently.

Performance of the headset microphone on noisy speech
may seem quite poor (18 dB and 12 dB SNR, see Table 1) com-
pared to what can be found in the literature (e.g. AURORA
tasks [10]) but, note that, a) the noise is background music
which is non-stationary. The J-RASTA processing, as well as
speech enhancement techniques, may have little effect on that
type of noise, b) the utterances have been recorded in real noisy
environment (not artificially added), some side-effects such as
the Lombard effect may have occured.

4.2. Combined ASR systems

Table 3 gives the error rate for the VAD combination method
and the relative improvement compared to the close-talk micro-
phone only. The first interesting observation is that there is no
degradation of performance on clean speech. Moreover, we con-
firm the importance of an accurate speech/silence detection in
the recognition process. The error rate is always better or similar
than the error rate of one or the other sensor alone.

Data Combined (VAD) Relative imp.

40 dBA 1.1% 0.0%
84 dBA 5.5% 61.1%
96 dBA 18.9% 45.4%

Table 3: Error rate for the VAD combination method and rela-
tive improvement regarding the close-talk microphone system.

Table 4 gives the error rate for the Expert combination
method, the relative improvement compared to the close-talk
microphone only and the optimal value of the weighting fac-
tor α for each test condition. The Expert combination yields
very good improvements in noisy conditions and keeps the good
performance of the close-talk microphone on clean speech. A
drawback of this approach is the rather important sensitivity of
the performance to the weighting factor α, although the detailed
results are not reported in this paper.

Data Opt. α Combined (Expert) Relative imp.

40 dBA 0.7 0.9% 18.2%
84 dBA 0.3 3.8% 72.5%
96 dBA 0.3 12.9% 62.7%

Table 4: Error rate for the Expert combination method and rel-
ative improvement regarding the close-talk microphone system.

Table 5 gives the error rate for the Hybrid combination
method, the relative improvement compared to the close-talk
microphone only and the optimal value of the weighting fac-
tor α for each test condition. This approach still improves the
recognition performance in noisy condition. An interesting ob-
servation of the results that we obtained is the much lower sen-
sitivity of the performance to the weighting factor α. A value
of α = 0.5 (i.e. unweighted geometric average) yields almost
optimal performance (1.2% / 2.7% / 12.8%).

Data Opt. α Combined (Hybrid) Relative imp.

40 dBA 0.4 0.9% 18.2%
84 dBA 0.5 2.7% 80.4%
96 dBA 0.3 12.6% 63.6%

Table 5: Error rate for the Hybrid combination method and rel-
ative improvement regarding the close-talk microphone system.

5. Conclusions
Although the combination rules that have been applied are very
simple, these preliminary results suggest the strong benefit of
using “non-conventional” speech sensors. Adoption will how-
ever require to address other issues such as the relative large
size and discomfort of wearing the device during long time, as
well as the difficulty of properly positioning the microphone.
Acceptance is hence more likely to start from professional mar-
ket segments where speech input would be a major benefit, for
instance due to hands-busy situations.

The problem of database acquisition for more complex
tasks has to be discussed too. Indeed, each type of sensor will af-
fect the speech signal differently and creation of new databases
would therefore be necessary. This is why, in the future, adap-
tation techniques as well as prior knowledge on the nature of
the throat-microphone signal will rather be used to develop the
models. Similarly, other combination strategies should be con-
sidered in order to limit the necessary amount of new data.
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